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Abstract: There are thousands of academic paper published each year, it is quitehard for researchers who enters a new field to discover
relevant paper and novel paper to read, which we characterize as choice overload problem. Recommender system can help to alleviate
the problem, but recommender system suffers from the intention gap problem which is the incapability of the system to accurately guess
users’ intentions. We proposed a ranking topic model based semantic recommendation framework which helps to introduce serendipity
to the system. First, the proposed ranking topic model reorders learnt topic distributions according to users’ intentions. Then, learnt
ordered topics are used as features to rank papers in the library according to the relevancy to user query. At the same time, ranked topics
also provide novelty to the results. Since there is little work on how to evaluate theserendipity degree of recommender system, we
proposed two measure to evaluate this metric. We performed empirical experiments to test the efficiency of proposed framework with
state-of-the-art counterparts, the comparison results revealed the superiority of our proposed algorithms. In the end, we illustrated our
algorithms with an example and pointed out future research directions.
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1 Introduction

[1,2] first proposed choice overload effect. It means that
people usually are drown to large candidate choice set to
seek more values, but such large candidate set would
cause trouble making the choice, which ultimately leads
to lower satisfaction and choice delay. The choice
overload effect has brought serious troubles for
researchers when reading academic papers and selecting
academic papers. As suggested by DBLP statistics, each
year, academic publications grows dramatically (as is
shown in figure1) [3]. For example, papers published in
year 2010 are three times published in year 2000.
Besides, each paper would cite around 10 to 20
references. Facing such humongous amount of papers, a
new comer entering a research field would have little clue
selecting relevant papers to read. Normally, one would
resort to search engine, but the result of search engine
also goes beyond the normal comprehension capacity of a
person. With limited prior knowledge, it is also very
difficult for new comer to compare the qualities of
different papers and decide which one to read.

Meanwhile, reading low-level papers for a long time
would increase the frustration caused by stagnation.
Under these circumstances, we propose to use
recommendation system to help new researchers to
alleviate the academic paper choice overload problem.

Fig. 1: Annual publication number (left), Reference number
(right) from DBLP
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When candidate set grows, it gets more attractive, this
is because the overall profit rate (sum of individual profit
rate) increases. Three factors contribute to the total
opportunity cost:

1.choice burden brought by comparing all the candidates
(comparing more products brings more work);

2.prospect disappointment rate (since overall product
number is larger);

3.expectations thanks to larger candidate set (people
usually expert better goods in a larger candidate set).

The total opportunity cost cannot simply be balanced by
the profit provided by large candidate set owing to above
three factors, which further amplify the psychology cost
of choice making. Hence, recommender system is
desperately needed.

For academic reading process, good recommendation
can alleviate the choice overload problem by greatly
reducing the time input in academic reading process.

1.Overcome language barrier: For most non-English
speaking researchers, it is quite hard to judge whether
a paper is relevant or not and whether it is with high
quality without reading the majority of the paper, and
this would really cause a lot of time. Since our
proposed recommender system analyse paper corpus
using topic models which performs topic abstraction
process usually requires years of specific experience,
even for English mother-tones. At the same time, our
model rank the topic relevance which heavily relied
on academic literacy, the overall effect to the
non-English speaking researchers is quite helpful.

2.Quality control : Beginners usually don’t possess the
ability to judge a paper’s quality. Since our proposed
system stems from topic analysis, with the help of
ranking, it can automatically exclude non-relevant
topics and prevailing-but-meaningless topics, hence
making relevant topics more prominent. If a reader
reads an irrelevant paper, then he lost time that can
otherwise read a better one. This contributes to the
frustration caused by stagnation. Our proposed
recommender system can prevent this from the very
first beginning part of academic reading process.

3.Lower the expectation: If a system can output stable
relevant and yet novelty paper to users, then users will
ease the expectation to read high level paper, since
he/she constantly get the expected papers.

It is well known that Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA)[ 4] is de facto method to analyse latent topics of
text corpus after its release. While three years before
LDA, a model very much like LDA, which described a
model-based clustering method for using multilocus
genotype data to infer population structure and assign
individuals to populations, was independently invented in
[5]. If a researcher in text mining would have read this
paper and introduced this model to text mining
community, the landscape of text mining might be
different. Though from a foreign area, model proposed in

[5] works well in text mining as was proved by LDA and
its following variants. Discovering an effective model
originated from a foreign area is what researchers might
call serendipity. In this paper, we define paper provides
novelty content with high relevance as serendipity
paper. Without doubt, serendipity paper is what
researchers expected from an academic paper
recommender system.

In current recommender system researches, the
majority of systems adopt error-based metric to evaluate
the performance of the system, while in most cases,
expecting serendipity is the sole purpose of using
recommender system for most users [6]. Error-based
metric can only evaluate whether an already known item
is useful to user, it cannot measure the extra value
recommender system provides. Besides, error-based
metric has too much uncertainty. Other than user
himself/herself, explicit and implicit ratings gathered by
recommender system are far more adequate to depict
users’ interests, we call this difference theintention gap.
Users’ likings, interests and intentions also vary with
objective and subjective effects that beyond recommender
system’s capacity.Error-based metric cannot fully
evaluate a recommender system’s performance, and
would further enlarge the intention gap between user
and recommender system. If recommender system
cannot perfectly depict users’ likings, providing results
with diversity would be a nice choice [7].

Academic papers contain far more semantic
information than regular commodity descriptions and
reviews. Academic paper itself is the semantic carrier, the
commodity description and its subsidiary comment can
only served as supplementary material for recommender
system. This is the biggest differences between
commodity recommendation and academic paper
recommendation. For this reason, extra methods need to
be incorporated to process and utilize valuable semantic
information. Topic models have been applied in various
scenarios analysing the semantics of the corpus, not to
mention recommender system [8,9]. For the past 10
years, topic model algorithms blossomed in various
research fields since LDA. Topic models have been
extended both in theory and application. However, as [10]
put it in his review, topic models is not the full stop, they
should be used to produce other more meaningful results.

Topic models have been developed with
information engineering applications in mind. As
a statistical model, however, topic models should
be able to tell us something, or help us form a
hypothesis, about the data. What can we learn
about the language (and other data) based on the
topic model posterior?

A crucial problem that hinders topic model is that the
learnt topic distributions have no orders, they can not be
distinguished between each other, as is shown in figure2.
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Ranking has been studied extensively in information
retrieval. According to The Probability Ranking Principle
proposed by [11,12]:

If retrieved documents are ordered by decreasing
probability of relevance on the data available, then
the system’s effectiveness is the best that can be
obtained for the data.

It is natural to deduct that if topic distributions are
ordered, not only the effectiveness of the model can be
boosted, but also can help to calculate the relevance of
each topic to a query paper or a query topic. Specifically,
topics can be used as a high-level feature to re-organize
the corpus. As is shown in figure2, in most topic models,
topics are not ordered according to the query. Ranked
topics can not only highlight relevant topics to the query,
but also hold back the non-relevant ones. The few
highlighted/selected relevant topics then can be served as
higher level semantic features to recommend papers. This
is clearly different from query-by-keyword or
query-by-example retrieval scheme usually adopted in
information retrieval and recommender system. Since a
paper usually covers multiple topics, selected papers
according to some topics can bring about other relevant
topics to the retrieved ones, in this way, novel concepts
are introduced, hence serendipity of the recommender
system is enhanced. With ordered topics, only observed
data is need to introduce concepts, furthermore, extra
information can also be incorporated into the model. On
the other hand, as is in our definition of serendipity,
relevance is one of the two ingredients, learning an
ordered topic distribution list can assuredly benefit
serendipity, hence to enhance the performance of
recommender system.

Ranking topic models can not only discover latent
topic distributions in the corpus, but can also rank them
according to user’s intention by order them to the query.
Since topic is an abstract concept which positioned in the
middle of low level term frequency and high level term
meaning, they can express certain amount of meanings
and they can be displayed and further built on based on
learnt probability distributions. In this way, topics is used
as soft clustering labels to organize documents, we call
themsoftbecause they are not hand-appointed by person.
Furthermore, it is because they are different from people’s
choices to represent the middle level features of corpus
that they can bring novelty into systems. In ranking topic
models, ranking schemes are then used to re-order topic
distributions according to users’ intentions given specific
queries or inexplicit ones.

So the problems boil down to how to learn an ordered
topic distributions given a certain topic or a certain
concept. In order to solve this problem, a query-based
ranking topic model is proposed in this paper. The basic
idea is to make use of the posterior distributions learnt by
topic models and then re-order the topics according to
their relationships and relevance to the query paper.

The main contributions of this paper are:

Fig. 2: Topics derived from Latent Dirichlet Allocation, as can be
seen, they cann’t be distinguished from each other. Topic number
only serves as topic index.

1.Paper-user relation model is proposed based on
item-user relation model to suite the academic paper
recommendation;

2.Topic ranking based semantic recommendation
framework is proposed, the framework can not only
provide extra semantic to recommendation but also
increase the reliability of the system;

3.A serendipity-based evaluation method is proposed.

In chapter 2, we review related researches on
serendipity problem in recommender system and ranking
topic models. In chapter3, we propose our model of
semantic recommendation framework based on ranking
topic models, since there is no consensus measure on
evaluating the degree of serendipity in recommender
system, we propose our own serendipity measure in
chapter 4. In chapter 5, we perform comparison
experiments to test the effectiveness of our methods. In
chapter6, we provide an example to further illustrate the
effectiveness of our proposed method. In the last chapter,
we conclude our work and point out future research
directions.

2 Related Works

2.1 Serendipity in Recommender System

[13] discussed choice overload effect from information
overload perspective, they defined choice overload effect
as the choice difficulty when faced with large candidate
set, they pointed out that choice overload problem and its
internal psychology process have been intensively studied
in many other fields [14], but few works disscussed its
effect in recommender system, let alone a comprehension
framework. [8] initially proposed the concept of diversity
in recommender system, the evaluate diversity alone with
accuracy, as the higher accuracy is, the lower diversity
goes. [15] further clarified the concept of diversity in
recommender system. Specially, they pointed out the
deficit of using error-based metric in evaluating academic
paper recommendation. Since users can always get papers
without recommender system, what they expect from the
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system is the novel results. [16] provided the evidence
that recommendation techniques can be a way to solve the
information overload problem, which further provides
siding evidence for our work. [17] defined top-N
recommendation, and further pointed out that error-based
evaluation methods were inappropriate to evaluate top-N
recommendation results. They all had some helpful
discussion on how to bring diversity into recommender
system, but didn’t provide an unified framework. [18]
evaluated five precision metrics and three recommender
systems, they found that result derived from error-based
and precision-based metric has no direct connection, and
it is questionable to use precision-based metric to evaluate
recommender system, which also raise the need to adopt
serendipity-based evaluation methods.

2.2 Ranking topic models

Topic model algorithms get wide recognition since LDA
model[4]. w represents all the words in the corpus, which
is the only observed variable,θ is the latent variable
representing the topic distribution of each document,z is
the variable which denotes the topic assignment
probability of each topic to each term,α,β are model
parameters. For each document, there is aθm governs the
proportion of each topic in this document. In every
document, each term corresponds to azn, deciding which
topic this termw belongs to. LDA learns the distribution
of latent variablesθ ,z with techniques like variational
inference or gibbs sampling with fixedα,β . Thenα,β is
learnt givenθ ,z.

Compared with conventional topic analysis
techniques, such as TF-IDF [19], LSI [20], pLSI [21],
LDA avoids “overfitting” problem. Since then, a sequence
of work, like Correlated topic models [22], Online LDA
[23], Hierarchical Dirichlet Process [24], MedLDA [25]
continues to push the development of topic models. LDA
based models become the de facto problem when
analysing topics.

Topic over time proposed [26] and dynamic topic
models [27] both considered the time-stamp of
documents by incorporating new random variables in the
models, these two models can be seen as re-ranking topic
distributions by time. [28] proposed the problem of
re-ranking topic distributions according to their
importance. They defined important topics and irrelevant
topics in three different manners, and then used weighted
scores derived from three manners to rank topic
distributions accordingly. They first raised the problem
that an ordered topic list with ranking is necessary for the
model. [29] proposed methods to select the appropriate
words to represent topics, this can be seen as re-ranking
terms in each topic. They proposed a series of features to
depict the importance of terms in topic, and selecting
important terms in topic via features is more suitable than
just using probability information. Though from different
perspectives, the work by Alsumait and Lau revealed the

fact that a ranked topic list is necessary. [30] proposed
four topic ranking methods and did a thorough job to
evaluate the importance of topics. [31] proposed a
correlated topic model based ranking topic model, then
the proposed model was used to perform multi-document
summarization, the experiments showed that the proposed
model outperformed summarization based on topic model
without ranking techniques, proved that ranking topic
models can actually boost the performance of other
related tasks and also prove the effectiveness of ranking
topic models. [32] is an improvement of [33], both works
investigated how link structures can influence topic
discovery. The drawback of their works are clear that they
need link information between documents to work.

In academic paper recommendation, getting a top-N
recommendation list which orders in a decreasing fashion
according to a query paper or a query topic is the basic
requirement. Given the affluent semantic hidden in
academic papers, using topic model to analyse their latent
meaning is a natural choice. Considering both points,
designing a ranking topic model which can get ordered
topic distributions matches perfectly to the requirement of
academic paper recommendation.

3 Semantic recommendation framework
based on topic ranking

Since the semantic in academic paper is far more
abundant then other commodity items, we propose a
three-tier semantic recommendation framework, as is
shown in figure3. The highest tier is the contribution to
serendipity from paper itself, including the novelty to
user, popularity of the paper and the quality of the paper.
The middle tier is the contribution to serendipity from
topics, including the correlation between topics and the
distance between topics. The lowest tier is the terms’
contribution to the serendipity, specifically, terms with
topic information is considered to evaluate its
contribution to the serendipity. The proposed three-tier
semantic recommendation framework can be further
classified into two categories: the first category concerns
paper’s attributes, the novelty part in serendipity is mainly
evaluated by this category; the second category is the
content of the paper, including the topics and terms of the
paper, which are the middle and the lowest tiers of the
model, these two tiers have the closest connection, the
relationships between term and topic greatly rely on the
selection of the topic when calculating the serendipity
score of each paper, choosing the appropriate topic
among all the topic is the key problem to increase the
serendipity of the recommendation.

In this section, we will introduce our semantic
recommendation framework focusing on paper novelty
and paper relevance.
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Fig. 3: Three-tiers semantic recommendation framework

3.1 Paper Novelty

The state-of-the-art novelty metrics are largely based on
popularity, two novelty metrics are defined in [6], one is
by taking the opposite of popularity score, and the other
way to measure novelty is to calculate the distance
between items. These two metrics didn’t take semantic
content into consideration. In academic paper
recommendation scenario, the content of the papers are
represented by topics, so we only need to calculate the
novelty of one paper against each user, if a paper is not
read by this user, it is novel to this user.

[34] first brings about “Harry Potter” effect in
recommender system, the same problem exists in
academic paper recommendation. Famous tutorial and
survey papers are usually serve as entry point for most
researchers, they are also the easiest result often returned
by search engine, so in order to increase serendipity in
our system, we have to deal with this problem first.

For dataset containing user reading history, for theith
userui in all N users, and thejth paperc j in all M papers,
we define the novelty ofc j towardsui as:

pnov(i j ) = 1−R[i j ]× popularity( j) (1)

If ui hasn’t read paperc j , R[i j ] is the indicator function
R[i j ] = 1[i j ] = 1; if user ui has read c j before,
R[i j ] = 1− 1/t, here t indicates the time gap between
recommendation point and when user has read this paper,
we call this time gap “ageing factor”. For computation
simplicity, if the time gap is less than a year, we
approximately sett = 1. The longer user has read a paper,
the more likely user will forget about he/she has read this
paper, which feel more novel to this user; on the contrary,
the novel degree will be quite small if user has just read it.
A paperc j ’s novelty to a user is defined as:

popularity( j) =
∑i ∑ j{1−1[i j ]}

N
(2)

Given users’ reading history, the “ageing factor” can help
mitigating the “Harry Potter” effect to some extend, since
famous and high-cited-numbers are usually read first by
users and then users go into detailed areas to read papers
on more specific areas.

Almost all academic paper databases and indexing
databases, like Google Scholar, Microsoft Academic
Search, IEEE Xplore Digital Library, provide statistics
about each paper, like downloaded times. Downloaded
times is a great indicator to reflect the popularity of one
paper. We definedc j ’s downloaded popularity as:

pd( j) =
d j

∑ j∈M d j
(3)

d j is the downloaded time of paperc j .
Combined with above two metrics, we can finally

define the novelty of paperc j to userui :

pnov= pnov(i j )+ pd( j) (4)

As is discussed in [35], since we only concern the
relevant ranking of each paper, the aggregation method
used to combinepnov and pd is meant to provide a score
to distinguish each other, then we simply adding these
two score to avoid miscellaneous design.

3.2 Paper Relevance

As is mentioned above, the semantic of papers are
represented by topics, in order to calculate the correlation
between topics, all the papers are processed by topic
models. It is worth mentioning that derived topic
distributions by most topic models cannot distinguish
each other by any measure, let alone adjust the ordering
according to users’ needs. Topic distributions without
ranking is suitable for tasks like browsing corpus, since
recommendation system need to select only a few papers
for each user, so papers must be ordered according to
certain rule. In our academic paper recommendation
system, we adopted topic model to perform topic
analysis, which makes it inevitable to solve the topic
ranking problem in order to recommend.

First, we train a topic model on the corpus, and then
we can derive the topic distribution for each paperc j .
Normally, an academic paper would have no more than
three topics, if indeed there are more than three topics in
one paper, there some topics are meant to be more
dominant. Here we make the assumption that each paper
has three majority topics. We choose the top three topics
with highest probabilities, then these three topics will be
served as recommendation seed to select semantically
similar papers. For example, the proportion of the top
three topic inc j are t1 : 50%, t2 : 20%, t3 : 10%, then we
select 5 most similar topics tot1, 2 most similar topics to
t2, and 1 most similar topic tot3. In this way, we find
more topics than the original seed, and bring more
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diversity to increase serendipity. At the same time, this
method can prevent the recommended paper being too
similar to the original one due to limited topic numbers.

We use weighted topic coverage to rank topics.
Originated from the idea of TF-IDF, weighted topic
coverage presume topics with more probabilities are more
important than others, but prevailing topics with high
probabilities in lots of papers make themselves naturally
lack novelty, which is useless to create serendipity.
Weighted topic coverage is taken here to prevent this
problem, in this case, we not only consider the
correlations between topics but also take term-topic
relationship into consideration. In this way, the important
topics which covers the main ideas of the document can
be highlighted. For surveys and tutorials, they usually
covers many topics and each topic only take a small
amount of contents, their novelty level is relatively low
under weighted topic coverage. Together with paper
novelty measure in equation (4), “Harry Potter” effect is
further eased.

The weighted topic coverage is defined as:

µ(zk) =
∑M

m=1Nm ·θm,k

∑M
m=1Nm

(5)

The differences between topics are defined as:

σ(zk) =

√

∑M
m=1Nm · (θm,k− (µ(zk)))2

∑M
m=1Nm

(6)

Nm is the length of paper,zk is the topic-term assignment
probability in topic models as convention goes,θ is the
paper-topic proportion in topic models. Then the ordering
of topick is defined as:

Ok , (µ(zk)) · (σ(zk)) (7)

[30] proposed other topic ranking techniques such as
Laplacian score and topic similarity, since they require
dataset have labeling information, they are not always
suitable for academic paper recommendation.

After getting the top three topicst j1, t j2, t j3 for paper
c j , we can derive the relevant topics for each three topics,
and find the corresponding papers containing the relevant
topics. Since the sum of probabilities of top three topics are
not bigger than 1, the final number of derived topics are no
bigger than 10. Choosing the highest probability paper in
each topic can get the ultimate recommendation list.

In the end, we summary our proposed recommender
framework as follows:

4 Serendipity Evaluation Metrics

In the field of information retrieval, Kendall’sτ is often
used to compute the correlation between two ranked lists.
[36] defined ranking in definition1:

Require: Corpus matrix,Nn×m;
Query paper,c j ;
User reading history;

Ensure: Recommended paper list,L;
1: GivenNn×m, train LDA model;
2: Learn query paperc j ’s topic proportion with

learnt LDA model;
3: Rank the corpus topics according to query

paper’s weighted topic coverage;
4: Calculate the paper novelty according to

user’s reading list;
5: Recommend paper according to paper relevance

and paper novelty;
6: Calculate the serendipity value of the

recommendation result.
7: return L;

Algorithm 1: Framework of semantic
recommendation based on ranking topic model

Definition 1 (Ranking)Distance σ generates a
permutation of all the objects, so-called ranking, where
the objects are ordered according to their distances to
query.

Each topic distribution is a permutation of vocabulary, in
this way, each topic is a degenerated ranking list.

As discussed in section2.1 there is no verdict on how
to evaluate serendipity. Specifically, in academic paper
recommendation, there is little work around, so we adapt
two well-known metrics and propose two evaluation
metrics evaluate serendipity in academic paper
recommendation: similarity between recommendations
and re-recommend matching degree.

4.1 Recommendation Correlation

In the field of information retrieval, Kendall’sτ is often
used to compute the correlation between two ranked lists.
Given two lists with N items, there are C pairs of items
that have the same rank in both rankings, D pairs have the
opposite rankings, the the Kendall’sτ value between two
lists is defined as:

τ =
C−D

N(N−1)/2
(8)

In most times, discrepancies among those items having
high rankings are more important than those with lower
rankings. The Kendall’sτ does not make such distinctions
and equally penalizes errors both at high and low
rankings. The AP correlation (τap), that is based on
average precision and has a probabilistic statistic gives
more weight to the errors at high rankings and has nice
mathematical properties with makes it easier to interpret.

Let L1 andL2 be two lists both withN items,L2 is
the actual ranking andL1 is the ranking of items whose
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correlations withL2 we would like to compute. Pick any
random item inL1 other than the top ranking item, which
we denoted asl i . Next pick any iteml j which has higher
ranking thanl i if these two items are in the same relative
order inL2, then return 1, otherwise, return 0. Then the
expected outcome can be written as:

p′ =
1

N−1
·

N

∑
i=1

C(i)
(i −1)

(9)

whereC(i) denotes the number of items above ranki and
correctly ranked with respect to the item at ranki in L1.
The AP correlation coefficientτap is defined as:

τap = p′− (1− p)′ = 2p′−1=
2

N−1
·

N

∑
i=2

(C(i)
i −1

)

−1

(10)
The AP correlation coefficient is not a symmetric statistic.
AP correlation coefficient is suitable for situation where
an actual ranking exists. In some cases, one would like to
compute the correlation among two ranked lists where we
do not have the notion of “actual” rankings. In such case,
a symmetric version of the statistics could be used, which
is defined as:

symmτap(L1,L2) =
τap(L1 | L2)+ τap(L2 | L1)

2
(11)

The essence of AP correlation is to accumulate the
mismatching ranks compare to the “actual” rank. In our
situation, there is no way to get the “actual” rank without
asking the user, and the “actual” rank may vary even to
the same user given different time and context. Built from
the idea of aggregation of mismatching ranks, we treat
seed paper as a degenerated list and calculate the distance
between recommended paper to seed paper as
mismatching degree to seed paper.

We denote similarity between recommendations of
seed paperc j as simj . simj can serve as a method to
measure the novelty level of the recommendation of paper
c j . We use cosine measure to calculate the similarity of
two paper, the reason is two folds: First, in
symmτap(L1,L2), the symmetric measure is not reflexive
given two lists. When comparing two papers, the
calculation sequence is irrelevant, the angle between the
two document vectors is important, not the actual
Euclidean distance. Second, because the document
vectors are very sparse, documents under the cosine
measure are efficiently indexable by the inverted index.

simj =
∑

Nj
l=1 ∑

Nj
m=1,m6=l cos(c jl ,c jm)

2·Nj
(12)

here,Nj is the top-N recommendation number for paper
c j which is predefined by system or requested by user, in
our paper, Nj corresponds to our four settings as
Nj = {5,10,15,20}. l ,m∈ Nj is the index for papers in
recommendation pool. Sincesimj calculates the similarity
between papers twice, we balance it in the denominator.

4.2 Re-recommend matching degree

Besides recommendation correlations, recommendation
diversity and the robustness of the recommend are
important parts in serendipity.

Given a recommend seed paperc j , its recommended
K papers form a cluster. In this cluster, the distance
between recommended paper to the seed paper represents
the serendipity degree between them. With theseK papers
as seed to recommend, anotherK clusters can be formed.
Some may contain the original seed paperc j , some are
not, as is shown in figure4. The central dot is the original

cj

cj1

cj2

cj3
cj4

cj5

cj6
cj7

Fig. 4: Re-recommend degree : paperc j as recommend seed,
after the cluster is formed, each paper is used as seed to
form another recommend cluster. Cluster formed by paper
c j1,c j2,c j3,c j4,c j7 contain original seedc j , while the other
clusters don’t contain it. Since recommended papers each contain
several topics which are not the same with the seed paper, their
serendipities to the seed paper are all different, which results each
cluster not regularly shaped.

seed paperc j , we illustrated that 7 papers were
recommended usingc j , denoted asc j1, . . . ,c j7. Solid line
is used to form a cluster using these 7 dots. Using these
papers as seed, another round of recommend can form
another 7 clusters(denoted in different colours and line
styles). In these 7 clusters, some contains the original
seed, like clusterc j1,c j2,c j3,c j4,c j7; clusterc j5,c j6 don’t
containc j .1

Since our recommendation scheme is based on topics,
after two times of recommendation, the topics may drift
apart to the seed paper, this results the non-overlapping
clusters likec j5,c j6. These kinds of clusters provide the
serendipity of the system. For clusterc j1,c j2,c j3,c j4,c j7,
they provide the robustness of the system.

Re-recommend matching degree counts counting how
many items matches the original recommendation seed,
and is denoted asDre.

Dre =
1

R·S

R

∑
i=1

S

∑
k=1

∆(c j ,cik) (13)

In above equation, R denotes the first time
recommendation number, i.e. how many paper are

1 Cluster is denoted in bold font, likec j4. Paper is denoted in
plain font, asc j .
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recommended with seed paperc j , and they are denoted as
c ji ,(i = 1, . . . ,R), S is the second time recommendation
number, i.e. how many paper are recommended with seed
paperc ji , which are denoted ascik,(k = 1, . . . ,S). The
function ∆(c j ,cik) measure how many times second time
recommendation agrees with the original paperc j . If c j
appears in the clustercik, then ∆(c j ,cik) = 1; if After
getting the recommendations for paperc j , using the
recommendation list as new input to get further
recommend, then calculating how many times paperc j
appears in the new recommendation lists.

Proposed re-recommending degree is similar to the
ball-overlap factor (BOF) proposed by [37], which is
defined as

BOFk(S,d) =
2

|S∗| ∗ (|S∗|−1) ∑
∀oi ,o j∈S∗,i> j

sgn
(

((oi ,δ (oi ,kNN(oi)))⊼ (o j ,δ (o j ,kNN(o j)))
)

where δ (oi ,kNN(oi)) is the distance tooi ’s kth nearest
neighbor in a sample of the databaseS

∗ and
(oi ,δ (oi ,kNN(oi)) is the ball in metric space centered in
oi of radius δ (oi ,kNN(oi)). The statement
sgn((·, ·) ⊼ (·, ·)) returns 1 if the two balls geometrically
overlap, and 0 if they do not. TheBOFk calculates the
ratio of overlaps between ball regions, where each region
is made up of an object (from the database sample) and of
a covering radius that guaranteesk data objects are
located inside the ball. The overlap ratio then predicts the
likelihood that two arbitrary ball-shaped regions will
overlap or not.

Different from BOF, inDre, clusters formed by paper
are not organized in ball shape. The target ofDre is solely
the original paperc j , so there is no need to count in kNN
region.

It is easy to prove that∆(c j ,cik) satisfies reflexivity,
non-negativity and symmetry, but doesn’t satisfy triangle
inequality, which makes∆(c j ,cik) a non-metric distance.
Being non-metric distance,∆(c j ,cik) can provide better
robustness [37]. ∆(c j ,cik) is resistant to outliers,
anomalous and “noisy” objects.

5 Experimental results and discussions

5.1 Dataset

To prove the efficiency of our proposed framework, we
use CiteULike dataset in [9]. The dataset contains
CiteULike users’ profile and users’ reading information
from 2004 to 2010. After removing redundant and void
information and users who have read less than 10 papers,
the dataset contains 5551 users and 16980 papers, there
are 204986 user-paper pair. On average, each user keeps a
37 paper reading list, the least number is 10, the biggest
number is 403, over 93% of the users read less than 100

papers. For each paper, the dataset only keeps the title and
the abstract (since CiteULike didn’t provide full content),
after removing stopwords, there are over 8000 unique
terms.

5.2 Experiment Design

For topic model algorithm, we use Online variational
Bayes for LDA and batch LDA algorithm proposed by
[38] and we adopted the implementation provided in
Gensim by [39]. Three sets of experiments are carried out
to evaluate our algorithm.

1.We first discuss the effect of different topic numbers,
recommendation number to the ranking scheme to
decide the optimal setting of the experiment.

2.Afterwards, we compare the result of our work with
CTR algorithm proposed in [9], since we adopted
their dataset. Also CTR is based on topic model,
which makes the comparison just.

3.In the end, we compare our algorithm with the
degenerated algorithm that has no ranking scheme, to
further test the effect of the ranking scheme.

We train topic models with topic number to be 50,
100 and 150. With the implementation of Gensim and
given dataset, training a topic model with 150 topics will
requires three days on a Pentium E7400 2.8 Ghz CPU 3G
RAM machine, so we didn’t train models with larger
topic number. The intention of this section is to evaluate
how different topic number would affect the final result,
the optimal topic number for the dataset is beyond the
scope of this paper. With trained models, we get the
recommendation list, the top-N numbers are chosen to be
5, 10, 15, 20. We randomly choose 20 papers from the
dataset and run the whole experiment and then report the
averaged result. The number 20 is an empirical number
we choose.

5.2.1 Effect of Different Topic Number on Serendipity

We first test how different topic number will affect the
serendipity of the recommendation. Experimental
algorithm is our proposed recommendation algorithm
based on ranking topic model.

In figure 5, the horizontal axes is the recommended
paper number, the vertical axes is the average similarity
between recommendations, which means that the
similarity is averaged on TopN, in this way, numbers in
different settings can be compared. From figure5, we can
see that the similarity between recommender papers are
all stays at a very low level, as recommended paper
number increases, the similarity decrease accordingly,
which proves that our proposed framework indeed brings
about serendipity to the recommender system. When
there are 150 topics in trained model and the output
recommend paper number is 5, due to this imbalance
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Fig. 5: Different topic number’s effect on recommended paper
similarity

setting, the recommendation result is not satisfactory.
Setting the recommended paper number fixed, we can
clearly see that models with high topic number’s
similarity is higher than models with small topic number,
in three reported setting, models with 100 topics and 150
topics are almost the same, this states that for this dataset,
higher topic number will get better result, but when topic
number reaches a certain level, training model’s topic
number doesn’t affect the recommendation result.

In figure 6, as TopN number increases, the averaged
matching degree decreases as expected in all settings.
Given fix TopN number, training model with higher topic
number has larger matching degree, which means larger
topic number makes recommendation more robust.

5.2.2 Effects on different topic models

CTR(Collaborative Topic Regression) model is a
recommendation model combined with traditional
collaborative filtering with topic modelling. CTR
represents users with topic interests and assumes that
documents are generated by a topic model. Besides CTR

Fig. 6: Topic number’s effect on re-recommendation matching
degree

model users’ rating with a latent variable which interacts
with topic modelling. Based on the result of previous
section, we set the topic number as 150, then compare the
results of two algorithms.

In figure 7, the blue dotted bar represent the result of
our algorithm, the red dashed bar is the result of CTR. As
is shown, our algorithm constantly outperforms CTR when
TopN recommend number increase on recommend paper
similarity.

In figure8, the the blue dotted bar represent the result
of our algorithm, the red dashed bar is the result of CTR.
Our algorithm also performs better than CTR on
re-recommending matching degree.

In both two figures, CTR’s performance stays at a
relatively low level. Although RTM leads CTR in paper
similarity measure, but the margin is not too much,
especially when TopN number increases, the differences
between two algorithms get smaller. Although on paper
similarity, two algorithms performs almost equally well.
On re-recommending degree, RTM great outperforms
CTR, which indicates RTM can provide more serendipity
than CTR. Since both models are based on topic models,
the results indicates that re-order topic distributions can
indeed highlights important topics in relation to the query
paper, and ignores the irrelevant topics concerning query
paper.

Fig. 7: Comparison result on recommended paper similarity

Fig. 8: Compression result on re-recommendation matching
degree
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5.2.3 Effect on Ranking Scheme on Serendipity

Based on results of previous sections, we further compare
the result on how ranking scheme affect the
recommendation. Since we only concern ranking factor,
we make other factors fixed. We train a 100 topic models
and recommend 5, 10, 15, 20 papers each. We also run
our experiment on 20 different input papers and report the
averaged number. From figure9, we can see that

Fig. 9: Recommended paper similarity on different ranking
scheme

similarities of both models are all stays at a low level,
which proves that topic models can improve the
serendipity of recommendation system. Models with
ranking topic models clearly outperform models with
randomly selected topics, this indicates that ranking
scheme can not only bring about novelty but also can
make recommendation more stable. From figure10, we

Fig. 10: Re-recommend matching degree on different ranking
scheme

can also clearly see that models with ranking topic model
outperform models with randomly selected topics. Figure
10 shows that re-recommend matching degree of ranking
topic model recommendation is higher, which shows that
the recommendation is more stable.

6 An example

To illustrate our proposed algorithm, we provide an
example which uses our proposed algorithm to
recommend. The seed paper is called “Exploring complex
networks” and we present recommended paper based on
it. We highlight words from different topic with different
colours. In the seed paper, we colour words in topic
“network” with red, words in topic “physics” blue, words
in topic “biology” with green.

The original abstract of the seed paper is:

The study ofnetworkspervades all of science,
from neurobiology tostatisticalphysics. The most
basic issues are structural: how does one
characterize the wiring diagram of a foodweb
or the Internet or the metabolic network of
the bacteriumEscherichia coli? Are there any
unifying principles underlying theirtopology?
From the perspective of nonlinear dynamics, we
would also like to understand how an enormous
networks of interacting dynamical systems-
be they neurons, power stations or lasers-
will behave collectively, given their individual
dynamics and coupling architecture. Researchers
are only now beginning to unravel the structure
and dynamics of complex networks.

The recommended documents with our proposed
algorithm are as follows:

Large n field theoriesstring theoryandgravity
Exploiting generative models in discriminative
classifiers
Motifs in brainnetworks
Spiketiming dependent synaptic plasticity depends on
dendritic location
The structure and function ofcomplex networks
Spike timing dependent plasticity from synapse to
perception
Collective dynamics of small worldnetworks
Activity dependent scaling of quantal amplitude in
neocortical neurons
Hierarchical organization incomplex networks
Scalefreetopologyof email networks
Point process models of singleneurondischarges

As can be clearly seen, the recommendation provided
with our results covers all the topics and each
recommendation result is relevant to the seed paper. What
is even more appealing is that in some recommendation,
multiple topics exist, which can provide serendipity to
users.

Below is the recommendation results without ranking
schemes:
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As can be seen that, only several keywords are
covered compared to our proposed scheme and there are
clearly irrelevant results provided. As is defined
previously, serendipity results are results with relevancy
and novelty. Some results in the above list are clearly
novelty but without relevance to the seed paper. These
kinds of results are not serendipity, they are not relevant.

Above comparison clearly shows that recommender
system with ranking topic model scheme clearly
outperform regular recommender system.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, an academic paper recommender system is
proposed to solve the choice overload problem most
researchers faced when they enter a new research field.
Specifically, we proposed to build recommender system
based on ranking topic models, we improved and
expanded item-user relation model, proposed a paper-user
relation model suitable for academic paper
recommendation. In the end, we proposed two novel
serendipity evaluation metrics. We performed comparison
experiments with state-of-the-art counterparts, the results
showed that recommender system with ranking topic
model outperforms models without ranking schemes, and
when training topic model’s topic number increases at a
certain level, training topic models’ topic number doesn’t
affect the ranking scheme.

While designing our framework and carrying out
experiments, we discovered that further studies needs to
be done:

1.Human judgement and relevance feedback. Since
topic models are unsupervised learning algorithms,
and our analysis object is text, there is no clear label
can be used. Recommender system tries to guess
user’s intention, although some objective evaluation
methods can be used to evaluate the result, but still,
user’s direct judgement is the best feedback to further
optimize the algorithm.

2.Incorporating ranking and topic discovery in a holistic
process. Although current ranking scheme apply to
any topic model, but now these two processes are
separated, we plan to merge these two processes, to
directly output ranked topic distributions.
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